
Our car insurance adapts to your needs. We 
have different packs so that you can choose 
the one that suits you best.

Your car insurance in the 
hands of the best 
professionals. The most 
complete protection for you 
and your vehicle.
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Material damage caused by meteorological phenomena
Such as hail, stone hail or snow, flooding due to the bursting of 
dams, canals, sewers, etc. that do not correspond to risks covered 
by the Insurance Compensation Consortium.

Extended Civil Liability
Consideration of third parties for spouses and relatives up to the 
second degree in material damages due to traffic accidents.

Travel and towing assistance from km 0
National and international and at any time and day of the year.

Urgent repairs without damage expertise
Small amounts and accident-related.

Free replacement car
Included in guarantee Travel Assistance Class.

Wheel change
Wheel replacement in the event of a puncture or burst tyre.

Loss of keys
Costs of towing the vehicle to the nearest oficial service or 
sending a duplicate of the keys, in the event of loss, theft or 
forgetting them inside the car.

Damage to accessories
Damage to accessories, such as child restraint seats, music 
equipment, etc.

Claiming fines and payment of fiances
By a specialist legal team.

Notification of fines by sms or email
TESTRA traffic fines location service.

Unlimited lawyer's fees
Appointed by the company.

TIV expenses
TIV expenses after a claim.

Enhanced sum insured
Double and triple capital in the event of death at no additional 
cost.

Compensation for damage caused by collision with animals 
Hunting species and domestic animals. Value as new of the 
vehicle during the first two years and value at purchase price 
during the third year for own damage and theft guarantees.
Advancement of compensation
Suffered in own damage due to insolvent counterparty.

If after 5 years of insurance you have not had any claim
We will remove the excess on the first report you send us.
Advantages GesAuto Gold Service
Premium services such as pick-up for repair and delivery of the 
vehicle to your home, interior and exterior cleaning or 20 key 
points check.

Advantages of our insurance Types of insurance Comparative

GesAuto Confort
The essential guarantee for you and your vehicle at 
the best price.

GesAuto Confort Max
The essential coverages for you and your vehicle 
and, in addition, our glass breakage guarantee.

GesAuto Confort Excel
Our most comprehensive third party insurance. It 
includes the guarantees of Breakage of Windows, 
Fire and Theft.

GesAuto Óptima
The insurance with maximum protection for you and 
your vehicle. Available with different excess options.

Other vehicles
Insurance for your trailer, tractor or industrial vehicle.
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